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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a system for desalinat-
ing water by inverse osmosis in pressurized chambers
which provides some important features in regard to en-
ergy consumption, functionality and small size of the
chambers by increasing the speed of the water for the
filling and emptying thereof.
[0002] The Spanish patent application ES 9701877,
owned by the same applicant, describes an inverse os-
mosis desalinating plant with pressurized mother cham-
bers in the form of cylinders inside of which a piston cir-
culates for separating different salinity water masses.
Even though the plant's operation is extremely satisfac-
tory, it is observed that, in the case of large-size facilities,
it is not advisable to invert the movement of the water
masses and the piston at the end of each of the mother
chamber pressurizing cycles in view of the considerable
kinetic energy that needs to be dissipated.
[0003] The present invention is based on a substan-
tially different concept, namely the continuous kinetic
cycle, whereby the different salinity water masses circu-
lating through the mother chamber always circulate in
the same direction, without stopping, so that dissipating
the kinetic energy of the moving water mass and sub-
sequently accelerating it in the opposite direction be-
comes unnecessary. This results in considerable saving
of energy, reduction in chamber size, improved reliability
and longer equipment life.
[0004] The system is first and foremost characteristic
in that the two or more pressurized mother chambers
used for storing the water to be desalinated are no long-
er shaped in the form of a straight-line tube, and may
be either fitted or not with a piston for separating the
water to be desalinated and the brine. The chamber de-
scribed hereunder is ring-shaped, so that the start and
the end of the tube are connected and thus form a closed
circuit, the tube being toroidal, continuous zigzag, heli-
coidal or otherwise shaped, no matter how whimsical or
functional, the sole condition being that its start and end
are connected to form a loop or closed ring circuit.
[0005] The second characteristic is that, when the
system is fitted with a piston, said piston is sphere-
shaped, like a ball, enabling it to circulate along the
curves of the continuous tube, and that its weight is ap-
proximately that of the density of the water, so that it
may be entrained in the flow and will not be centrifuged
in the curves as a result of its excessive density. Any
material may be used, such as metal, plastic, etc. An
"elasticity" feature may also be added, such as that
present in rubber, which offers very little friction when
wet and is capable of adequately withstanding direction
changes or slight impacts against the walls, and it may
even be formed by an accumulation of low-hardness
gels, rubbers or elastomers such as the silicones used
in mammary prostheses, or even a simple hollow rubber
ball filled with water or some other substance providing
it with sufficient resiliency to adapt to the route.

[0006] The third characteristic refers to recovery or
parking mechanism for the ball or piston, a kind of bas-
ket or baseball glove, installed for receiving the sphere
and sending it back along the same route, combined
with a fluid bypass through a non-return valve of a spe-
cial design which is opened by water's inertia, in a man-
ner that, upon closing the entry of the water into the
chamber, the mass rotating inside the chamber is not
restricted but is free to circulate inside the ring at the
expense of the kinetic energy contained in the moving
mass, which need not be stopped and then placed in
motion again as in the case of an alternate movement
piston, the only element needing to be stopped being
the small mass of the sphere-shaped piston, if fitted.
[0007] The system also comprises valves, pumps and
a piston-position detecting system, all of which operate
in programmed fashion to achieve the desired result.
[0008] In order to solve the above problems, several
improvements have finally been introduced in inverse
osmosis water desalination plants with continuous ki-
netic cycle mother chambers which, without substantial-
ly modifying the operation principles set forth, greatly
simplify their practical embodiment.
[0009] The first improvement consists in introducing
two three-way slide valves mechanically coupled onto
one another. The normal and simple condition in a three-
way slide type valve fitted with cylinder and radial ports
is for the slide to be fitted with a single groove and for
the central intake of the three port lines to be the com-
mon inlet or outlet, so that when the slide is at one end,
the ports on that side are connected to the center, and
when at the other end, that other side is connected also
to the center. The previously described six-way double-
groove valve presents a problem in that the times need-
ed for filling and emptying the mother chambers are not
the same, and thus the volumes that have to be handled
in one chamber and the other are different. This is be-
cause the closing and opening time sequences are not
the same in each chamber, since the first chamber to
close is the last to open, and during this time frame the
second chamber has to open and close, the operational
time of this second chamber thus being much shorter.
There are two means of solving this problem: the fist
solution consists in providing one of these three-way
valves with a double groove in order to invert the oper-
ation, namely the ports which in the first case are open,
are now closed, and vice-versa; the second solution
consists in dividing the valve into six ways, i.e. a double
set of three ways, and invert the operational direction of
one in respect to the other. This second solution requires
the inclusion of a mechanism providing movement to
one slide in one direction while the other slide is moving
in the opposite direction.
[0010] This justifies the selection of two three-way
valves, one of them being fitted with the double groove
slide, although more can be said on the subject. The
valves proposed are slide-type valves with radially ar-
ranged ports in the form of circular holes which provide
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for pressure compensation. Furthermore, the valves are
fitted with a double sleeve or external housing which de-
limits several collecting chambers for these ports, indi-
vidualized by means of ring separators. These cham-
bers play an important role here, not only related to the
manifold communicating the external connections with
the corresponding ports, but in that they allow the water
to pass from the mother chambers when the circulation
valves open, the water from the mother chambers being
able to circulate in a continuous kinetic cycle; this means
that, when liquid is trapped because the valves are
closed to the exterior, the recirculation valves open as
a result of the kinetic energy, with the water circulating
over itself in a closed loop, thus avoiding ramming im-
pacts and maintaining the water mass in motion until the
next and immediate operation comes along.
[0011] The second improvement consists in depres-
surizing the mother chambers prior to unloading the
brine to the exterior; this increases the service life of the
recirculation valves, which are thus able to operate in a
less demanding manner. This prior depressurizing is
performed through ports of a very small section which
open immediately before the main discharge ports.
[0012] As is well known, there are several means of
operating the various types of slide valves, either hy-
draulic or mechanical, and their positioning is no prob-
lem given the present numeric control computer sys-
tems, stepper motors and similar devices available.
Thus, the third improvement consists in a very simple
mechanical driving mechanism operated by a constant
angular motion shaft such as an electric motor shaft
through a speed reduction box, which makes the valve's
slides to stop at each end when the mother chambers
are being filled or emptied, and which furthermore is pro-
vided with a slight stop or reduced speed at a point in
its stroke corresponding to the 'prior pressurizing' oper-
ation, as described in Spanish patent application ES
9800098, enabling the mother chambers to capture the
high pressure from the membranes, the rest of the
stroke being performed as fast as possible. This is
achieved through a mechanism of planetary gears hav-
ing appropriate diameters, with any point of the plane-
tary gears moving through an epicycloid trajectory.
[0013] Inside the valves, the water suffers abrupt di-
rection changes which make the flow to be fairly turbu-
lent, all the more so if the water flows at a relatively high
speed designed to reduce the size of the valves. How-
ever, removal of the prior art movable pistons requires
the flow be as laminar as possible in order to avoid the
separation surface between the water masses with a dif-
ferent salinity level from becoming excessively de-
formed, leading to the mixing of the masses. The object
of the fourth improvement is to reduce the turbulence,
and this is achieved by installing flow laminators at the
valve outlets.
[0014] The following advantages are evident in the
desalinating plants produced according to the above
mentioned four improvements in respect to the prior art:

1. Both in the Spanish patent applications ES
9600294 and ES 9800098 and in the initial concept
of the continuous kinetic cycle mother chambers,
too many 'T' connections are used between the
pipes, the valves and the mother chambers. This
impairs the hydrodynamics in the system. In this
case, this problem is greatly reduced.
2. The use of separate valves for each operation is
more costly and more difficult to synchronize than
the use of one single six-way valve. This solution
can be further improved if the system is fitted with
two double sleeve three-way valves, i.e. with the
two cylindrical bodies placed concentrically, operat-
ed simultaneously. This improves the fluid's hydro-
dynamics, in addition to facilitating access to the
various parts for assembly, maintenance or repair
purposes, in view that all the valves are grouped in
a very compact design, thus enabling their size to
be reduced and providing an esthetic and functional
final design. It should be borne in mind that 14
valves are necessary: 4 mechanically driven valves
(which, when simplified, comprise two three-way
units), 4 single direction non-return valves, 2 recir-
culation valves for each chamber (these two valves
constituting the key element in the system for pre-
venting the slowing down of the fluid and for imple-
menting the continuous kinetic cycle), 2 prior pres-
surizing valves, and 2 prior depressurizing valves.
3. Production raw material and labor costs are sub-
stantially reduced, access for replacement, repair
or maintenance is improved, and, above all, the
complete set of desalinating plant operation valves
can be easily transported, with only pipework as-
sembly and pump connection tasks being per-
formed on-site.
4. A perfect solution is given to the operation as-
symetry problem caused by the six-way valve, in
that this valve, as described, requires both mother
chambers to be provided with different operation
times and therefore different volumes.

[0015] In order to complement this description and to
help toward a better understanding of the characteristics
of the invention, a detailed description of a preferred em-
bodiment is given hereunder based on a set of drawings
attached to this specification which form an integral part
thereof, and in which the following is represented in a
merely orienting and non-limiting character.

Figure 1 schematically shows the operation of the
system in a given point in the cycle, and depicts a
chamber that is about to end its process of supply-
ing water to be desalinated to a membrane, is al-
most full of brine (striped zone) and is divided by
the sphere-shaped piston. At the same time, the
lower chamber has just emptied its brine content
and is now fully filled with new water. It may be seen
that the sphere-shaped piston is collected by a 'U'
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shaped basket, with its open portion oriented to the
right for receiving the piston. It is also evident that
the force of the water has opened a valve along a
bypass, so that the water has not ceased to flow.
Figure 2 shows the same system shown in the pre-
ceding figure, in a state where the first chamber
basket has rotated 180° to enable the piston to fol-
low its course from right to left. This is an operation
step where both chambers simultaneously supply
their contents to a membrane.
Figure 3 shows that the fist chamber is now com-
pletely filled with brine, the basket has collected the
piston and the brine flow has opened the bypass
valve, while the lower chamber is supplying new
water to the membrane and is beginning to collect
the rejected brine.
Figure 4 shows that the upper chamber is renewing
its content while sending the brine off to the exterior,
and the lower chamber is functioning to supply wa-
ter to the membrane while collecting brine from the
right side of the piston.
Figures 5 to 10 show a temporary operation se-
quence in an alternative piston collecting version, a
so-called concealment sequence.
Figures 11 to 14 show a temporary operation se-
quence in an alternative piston collecting version, a
so-called double piston sequence.
Figures 15 to 18 correspond to the same moments
in the cycle shown in figures 1 to 4, and show a var-
iation in the system wherein no separating piston is
provided.
Figures 19 to 21 show the same circuit, the same
principle and the same operation, although this may
not appear to be evident because the drawing has
been approached differently. The single difference
lies in that the water load is bound to be greater or
lesser, depending on the circuit diameters. The pur-
pose is to prevent the chamber, which closes to
form a ring, from having the same diameter through-
out its route, in a manner that one length may be
provided with one diameter and another length,
which closes the circuit and is fitted with a non-re-
turn valve, may be provided with a different diame-
ter; it may even have several lengths of various di-
ameters without in the least influencing the system's
operation principle.
Figure 22 shows a schematic view of the desalinat-
ing plant assembly of the invention.
Figure 23 shows a schematic plan view of the two
three-way valves.
Figure 24 is an elevation section of the preceding
schematic view.
Figures 25 to 31 show the arrangement of the
valves and the flows of various fluids in several de-
salinating plant cycle stages.
Figure 32 shows a bottom view of the desalinating
plant of the invention.
Figure 33 shows an elevation view of the desalinat-

ing plant of the invention.
Figure 34 shows an elevation semi-sectional view
of the desalinating plant of the invention.
Figure 35 shows a plan view of the desalinating
plant of the invention.
Figure 36 shows a schematic view of the epicycloid
operation at the right end of its stroke.
Figure 37 shows a schematic view of the epicycloid
operation at the start of its useful stroke.
Figure 38 shows a schematic view of the epicycloid
operation at the point where the first mother cham-
ber is prior pressurized.
Figure 39 shows a schematic view of the epicycloid
operation at the point where the second mother
chamber is prior depressurized.
Figure 40 shows a schematic view of the epicycloid
operation at the end of its useful stroke.
Figure 41 shows a sheet lattice design of a flow lam-
inator.
Figure 42 shows a concentric tube and radial sheet
flow laminator.
Figure 43 shows a flow laminator formed by a plu-
rality of parallel tubes.

[0016] In Figures 22 to 43, the brine is represented in
the form of darkened areas; the raw water, with no dark-
ened area. The white arrows represent low pressure,
whereas the black arrows represent high pressure. The
recirculation and non-return valves are shown in black
when closed or in white when open.
[0017] According to Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4, the inven-
tive system comprises two ring-shaped (5 and 5') moth-
er chambers fitted with respective sphere-shaped pis-
tons (7 and 7') which act as partitions for separating the
water to be desalinated from the brine. The pistons are
detected by piston approach sensors (29 and 29') and
piston lodging sensors (28 and 28'). The screens (10)
and (10') serve as protections for the possible tendency
of the pistons to be channeled through bypasses (8 and
8').
[0018] The baskets (6 and 6'), formed in the shape of
a 'U' with the open part facing either the left or the right,
function to collect the sphere-shaped pistons (7 and 7').
The bottom of the baskets are fitted with a small non-
return valve (30 and 30') which opens under slight pres-
sure.
[0019] Said chambers (5 and 5') receive the water to
be desalinated (19) supplied from an auxiliary pump (1)
through the non-return valves (13 and 13') when the
valves (12 and 12') open.
[0020] The internal circulation pump (3) supplies wa-
ter to the chambers (5) and (5') and to the membrane
(4) through the non-return valves (14) and (14').
[0021] Pump (2) is a main or high pressure pump
which supplies the membrane (4) with the precise flow
to be permeated, which subsequently leaves the system
as product water (20).
[0022] Operation is as follows:
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[0023] Starting from the position shown in Figure 1,
namely any point in the cycle, piston (7) and chamber
(5) are shown arriving at the end of their stroke and are
about to excite the piston approach sensor (29), while
behind the sphere-shaped piston the rejected brine
leaves the membrane (4) through return conduct (24),
passes through the open brine entry valve (11), goes
through entry conduct (16), enters the chamber, fills it
with brine (striped area) and pushes the remaining water
to be desalinated in said chamber to the left of the piston
(7), shown in white background (no stripes); this water
is then sucked by the internal circulation pump (3),
leaves the chamber through the outlet conduct (17),
passes on to the non-return valve (14), and is sucked
through the pressurized conduct (23) by the internal cir-
culation pump (3), and, through common conduct (26),
is inserted in the membrane via membrane conduct
(27). This quantity of water does not pass through the
membrane but along it and it is the same quantity of wa-
ter that is recirculated to the chambers, its mission being
to entrain the salts left behind by the quantity of water
which has been permeated at passing through the mem-
brane and which is equal to the quantity of water deliv-
ered by the high pressure pump (2). Provided the pres-
sure in the high pressure pump (2) does not exceed the
permeating pressure, no salinity residues remain in the
membrane, the function of the internal circulation pump
(3) being merely to circulate the water, in a closed circuit,
between the membrane and the chambers.
[0024] As can be seen, the basket (6) for receiving
piston (7) is not in a position to receive it, since it is facing
in the opposite direction, namely towards the left of the
drawing while the piston is coming from the right side.
[0025] On the other hand, chamber (5'), shown at the
lower end in Figure 1, has just been filled with new water
and the piston has just entered the basket (6') from the
right side, the piston lodging sensor (28') has detected
the piston (7') and has closed the unloading valve (12')
and cut the water being filled via the auxiliary pump (1),
conduct (22') of non-return valve (13') and entry conduct
(16'). In view that the water in this chamber circulates
clockwise, upon suddenly closing the unloading valve
(12'), the water inside the chamber attempts to continue
rotating in the same manner for a short period of time,
and the force exerted by this mass at the expense of the
fluid's kinetic energy makes the water to branch off via
the bypass conduct (8') and to open the bypass valve
(9'), while the pressurizing valve (15') opens and pres-
surizes chamber (5') through the pressurizing conduct
(25') at the pressurizing pressure provided by the high
pressure pump (2) circuit, up to now at atmospheric
pressure bur now at the pressure prevailing in chamber
(5).
[0026] Meanwhile, piston (7) in chamber (5) shown in
Figure 2 has passed through the piston approach sen-
sor (29), which issues the order for the basket (6') to
rotate 180° while the brine entry valve (11') opens, as
shown in Figure 2. The baskets (6) and (6') are fitted

with a small non-return valve (30) and (30') on the part
opposite its inlet which opens, in the manner of the by-
pass valves (9) and (9'), as a result of the fluid's kinetic
energy, said energy coming from the part opposite the
piston (7) and (7') entry point, namely the back side, so
that the piston leaves the basket (6') and is positioned
to be pushed by the brine coming from membrane (4)
and by the internal circulation pump (3) through return
conduct (24') and brine entry valve (11'), which has just
now opened.
[0027] This is an important time for the system, since
the two chambers are working in parallel, overlapping
their functions, both supplying their content to the mem-
brane within a short period of time which ends when pis-
ton (7) enters the basket (6), only chamber (5') being
operational. This simultaneous operation is necessary
for preventing abrupt chamber changes, thus avoiding
the membrane to be subject to abrupt pressure chang-
es.
[0028] When piston (7) reaches the basket (6), as
shown in Figure 3, the chamber (5) (striped zone) is full
of brine. At this point, as in the case of chamber (5'),
which is filled with water to be desalinated, the pressure
exerted at the expense of the kinetic energy by the brine
mass rotating counter-clockwise opens the valve (9) in
bypass (8) and is momentarily placed in motion, without
having to stop the fluid mass, for a time long enough to
act on the unloading valve (12), which until now was
closed (Figure 3), and opens as shown in Figure 4,
whereupon the brine exits through conduct (21). The
basket (6') is now positioned facing the left of the draw-
ing in order to release the piston, as shown in Figure 4.
[0029] As can be seen, this is a single operation in
which the chambers (5) and (5') have both contributed
their content to the membrane according to an alternate
sequence and collected the reject brine on the opposite
side of piston (7) and (7'). The important aspect in this
system is that the movement of the water is almost con-
tinuous, with only a slight pause in the valve changing
operation, which may be as fast as necessary, while the
water in the chamber continues to rotate. Therefore, the
positive and negative acceleration and deceleration
forces of the moving liquid mass inside the chambers
may be ignored.
[0030] After describing an embodiment and operation
of the system that is the object of the invention, a series
of variations and replacements may be evident to an ex-
pert on the subject without altering the system's opera-
tion principle, thus rendering it more adaptable to spe-
cific requirements which it is believed are included in the
protection of this patent.
[0031] Thus, when the volume of water to be treated
is very large, it is advisable to use a piston concealment
strategy in order to prevent the water masses from suf-
fering the deviations imposed by the bypass conducts
(8 and 8'). See temporary sequence in Figures 5 to 10.
For small equipment and/or low cost installations, it is
better to provide a solution involving externally attached
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double pistons, as depicted in the temporary sequence
in Figures 11 to 14, not described herein in detail in view
that these figures will prove self-explanatory to an expert
on the subject.
[0032] A particularly interesting alternative involves
ignoring the piston, which would be replaced by a mere
division plane between the water masses, also replac-
ing the physical elements by specific process conditions
such as the need for a laminar flow rate and the assump-
tion of certain limitations, such as a certain degree of
mixing in the dividing plane. This is for the benefit of a
less complex design and a higher fluid speed, which
may be required in systems with a high degree of relia-
bility in places where no specialized labor is available
for maintenance tasks, and where it is desirable to re-
duce the size of the chambers even further. Such a sys-
tem is shown in Figures 15 to 18, which show that the
mother chambers are toric (although, as in the previous-
ly mentioned system, they may be fitted with straight and
curved lengths) in order to facilitate a non-turbulent flow
where the piston and associated detection fixtures are
longer provided, being replaced by respective flow me-
ters (31, 31' and 32) which control cycle changes in the
mother chambers. In order to avoid an offsetting of the
time in the water mass separating plane because of cy-
cle changes, the flow meters (31, 31' and 32) are syn-
chronized, although it is likewise possible to detect the
position in the separation plane via the salinity sensors,
conductivity sensors, etc., in the preferred embodiment,
distributing them adequately in convenient places, or
simply by using a timer device.
[0033] In the patent being advocated, the valves are
capable of closing with great rapidity, the shorter the op-
eration time of each valve and subsequent operation se-
quences of all the valves, the better, since a maximum
use is made of the fluid's velocity and kinetic energy;
additionally, the auxiliary pump No. 1 stopping time may
reach zero. This inactive period or stoppage time of
chamber-filling pump No. 1 is the result of an interme-
diate state in the operational sequence, as explained
above in detail, and refers to a stage where both cham-
bers are under high pressure while supplying their con-
tents to the membrane.
[0034] A further important advantage deriving from
this consists in that, since valve operation speed may
as fast as necessary, as in the case of an internal com-
bustion engine, the valves may be sequenced with the
help of a cam or simply by forming them into a single
group, as with multiple way valves. In the case of high
working speed chambers, tests conducted on a proto-
type reveal that their size may be substantially reduced
- in the order of more than 200 times - particularly in the
case of the piston-free chambers shown in Figures 15,
16, 17 and 18, the volume increase deriving from the
resiliency of the chamber walls when pressurized via the
high pressure pump (2) being less than said two hun-
dred times; thus, pump and membrane pressure fluctu-
ations would be practically imperceptible. This means

that the prior pressurizing valves (15) may be omitted in
view that there is no need for them, thereby considerably
reducing the number of valves installed. As seen in Fig-
ures 19, 20 and 21, valve No. 9 is now externally inte-
grated to the rest of the valves, simplifying both the de-
sign/installation of the valve assembly and the integra-
tion of the valves into a single-body multiple valve.
[0035] The same system shown in Figures 19, 20 and
21, fitted with reduced diameter lengths, is even more
valid if the kinetic cycle water rotation time is short, since
load loss in small-diameter tubes is greater than that in
Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 and the water needs a shorter
stopping time; however, if the valve change speed is
great, as intended, the system is valid because ram im-
pacts are prevented and the next cycle in entered into
with the water or brine under movement, without stop-
pages, and taking advantage of the kinetic energy, as
previously explained.
[0036] Figure 22 schematically shows the continuous
kinetic cycle system embodied according to the best im-
provements implemented, including the rest of the de-
salinating plant elements. In view that this operation has
already been described according to Figures 1 to 17,
the following description addresses the structural and
functional differences introduced by the new improve-
ments. As shown in Figures 1 to 17, the auxiliary low
pressure pump (201) supplies raw water to auxiliary
conduct (201'), and internal circulation pump (203) han-
dles the same amount of water as auxiliary pump (201),
and the same amount of rejected brine. This internal cir-
culation pump (203) functions in a closed circuit with a
small differential pressure which is equivalent to the load
loss of the brine in the membrane, although the pump's
housing is subject to the pressure of high pressure pump
(202), which handles the product water flow at a high
permeation pressure. The internal circulation pump
(203) takes water from the high-pressurized conduct
(223) and, after passing through the membrane, exits in
the form of brine which enters the return conduct (224),
also at high pressure. It should finally be stated that the
unloading conduct (221) leaves the circuit and expels
the brine practically at low pressure from the auxiliary
pump (201). It should be noted that in both the mother
chambers (205), (205') and the valves (61), (61') only
raw water to be desalinated or brine circulates, since the
desalinated product water is supplied to the exterior via
the osmosis membrane (204).
[0037] After describing the system's aspects in con-
nection with the inverse osmosis plant, the continuous
kinetic cycle system is described hereunder as embod-
ied in two three-way valves which do not alter the kinetic
energy use principle but nonetheless provide a novel in-
sight into the various elements involved. See Figure 23.
[0038] Figure 23 shows inlet valve (61) and outlet
valve (61') mechanically coupled onto one another
through a bridge (55). The entry valve (61) comprises
an entry slide (51) fitted with a single groove (82) which
slides axially inside an inlet cylinder (52) forming an an-
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nular space jointly with inlet housing (50). This entry
space is divided into a first manifold (77), a central man-
ifold (78) and a third manifold (79) by a first annular sep-
arator (53) and a second annular separator (54). The
entry cylinder (52) presents a plurality of first brine entry
ports (211) and a plurality of prior pressurizing ports
(74), the latter being located nearer the first annular sep-
arator (53). Thus, the first entry manifold (77) commu-
nicates with the internal cavity in inlet cylinder (52). The
central inlet manifold (78) is also in communication with
the internal cavity in inlet cylinder (52) by virtue of a plu-
rality of central inlet manifold ports (81) located along its
middle plane. The inlet valve (61) thus described is sym-
metric in respect to this middle plane, which is perpen-
dicular to its longitudinal axis, so that the second inlet
manifold (79) communicates with the internal cavity of
entry cylinder (52) through the equivalent second brine
entry ports (211') and the prior pressurizing ports (74').
It should be understood that communication between
the various manifolds is either possible or not depending
on the position of the annular inlet groove (82) in inlet
slide (51).
[0039] Concerning outlet valve (61'), it is shaped in
similar fashion to entry valve (61), save that outlet slide
(51') presents two annular grooves (86), (86') instead of
one, as in the case of entry slide (51). Therefore, pos-
sible communication between the internal cavity of out-
let cylinder (52'), first outlet manifold (77'), central outlet
manifold (78') and second outlet manifold (79'), all of
them forming annular volumes comprised between out-
let cylinder (52'), outlet housing (50'), first outlet annular
separator (53') and second outlet annular separator
(54'), is established through the following holes. A plu-
rality of brine unloading ports (212) in outlet cylinder
(52') coincides with the first outlet manifold (77'), very
near the first outlet annular separator (53'). A plurality
of brine unloading ports (212') in outlet cylinder (52') co-
incides with the second outlet manifold (79'), and is po-
sitioned symmetrically in respect to the middle plane
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of outlet valve
(61'). Finally, a plurality of ports in central outlet manifold
(81') in outlet cylinder (52') communicates its internal
cavities with central outlet manifold (78'). Two series of
small prior depressurizing ports (76), (76') appear on
each side of said outlet manifold ports (81').
[0040] The rest of the single direction flow valves are
known from the previous patent. It is worthwhile pointing
out that non-return valves (213 and 213') receive raw
water from auxiliary conduct (201') and close in the
event of higher pressure in the opposite direction; non-
return valves (214 and 214'), having the same charac-
teristics as the former, open to allow passage of the wa-
ter towards pressurized conduct (223).
[0041] Finally, the main circulation valves (209 and
209') allow the 'continuous kinetic cycle' effect to take
place, and only open for an instant when all the mother
chamber inlets and outlets are closed to the exterior and
the water is rotating inside the chambers in the form of

a closed ring by virtue of its inertia or kinetic energy. In
each cycle, namely one opening and closing motion of
the main three-way valves, four 'continuous kinetic cy-
cle' times are generated, two for each mother chamber
(two for brine and two for water to be desalinated).
[0042] This effect is perceived in the instant repre-
sented in Figure 23, when slides (51) and (51') are pre-
cisely in the position shown, with water neither entering
nor leaving the first mother chamber (205) and is there-
fore impelled to open the first recirculation valve (209)
by virtue of the energy entrained in its movement. Figure
shows the water passing from one side to the other (from
right to left, in the drawing) and circulating through the
intermediate space existing between the inlet and outlet
cylinders (52), (52') and the inlet and outlet housings
(50), (50') which constitute the external body of the
valves in question.
[0043] Figures 36 and 40 show a preferred embodi-
ment of the epicycloid driving mechanism for the two
slide valves (61), (61') by means of connecting bridge
(55). The bridge has a hole in its central portion through
which passes a driving rod (90) fitted with two butt ends
(91), (91') designed to push the bridge (55) along both
directions. The driving rod (90) is in turn driven by a plan-
etary gear (93) rotating around a central wheel (94) driv-
en by connecting rod (92).
[0044] Concerning the flow laminators (225), (225'),
they are located at the entry points of the two mother
chambers (205), (205') for the purpose of absorbing the
turbulence created by the passage of the raw water or
brine masses through the inlet and outlet valves (61),
(61'). Their configuration may vary according to the size
of the plant, the selected water speed, etc., although
they are generally designed on the basis of a sheet lat-
tice (95), concentric tubes (96) with radial sheets (97)
or a plurality of parallel tubes (98). See Figures 41 to 43.
[0045] The description set forth starts in Figure, where
inlet and outlet slides (51), (51') are at the start of their
stroke (low position). At this time, the feed water enter-
ing through auxiliary conduct (201') opens the non-re-
turn valve (213), while the other mother chamber (205)
end is free to communicate with the exterior through the
unloading conduct (221). At this time, the raw water en-
tering through auxiliary conduct (201'), after passing
through inlet valve (61) and outlet valve (61'), follows its
course freely, exits through unload conduct (221) and
thus expels the brine which at that moment occupies the
first mother chamber (205).
[0046] The second mother chamber (205') is fully ac-
tive, supplying its content of raw water through pressu-
rized conduct (223) and up to the membrane (204), and
receiving brine through return conduct (224). The posi-
tion of slides (51), (51') allows free passage of the water,
which fills the second mother chamber (205') and, be-
cause of its high pressure, maintains non-return valve
(213') in closed position. Non-return valve (214) remains
closed as a result of the lower pressure in the first moth-
er chamber (205) in respect to pressurized conduct
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(223).
[0047] In Figure 26, the valve slides advance to a
point where outlet slide (51') closes the outlet manifold
(81') ports while outlet valve (61') is fully closed in view
that the common way, namely the center way, is closed.
At this time, the first mother chamber (205), filled with
raw water from the sea, receives no water supply from
auxiliary conduct (201'), so that non-return valve (213)
closes despite its low internal pressure, which is approx-
imately the same as that of the auxiliary feeding conduct
(201'). At this point, the water circulating inside the first
mother chamber (205) finds the unload conduct (221)
closed, the inertia of its movement thus finding no exit
route and therefore opening the first recirculation valve
(209) to allow passage of the water from the first outlet
manifold (77') to the first inlet manifold (77), once again
entering the first mother chamber (205) through flow
laminator (225), whereby the first kinetic cycle step is
organized. At this time, all the brine remaining in the first
mother chamber (205) has been expelled.
[0048] Nothing has changed in mother chamber
(205'), which remains as shown in Figure 25. The brine
has pushed virtually all the raw water towards mem-
brane (204) through pressurized conduct (223).
[0049] In Figure 27, the slides in both valves have ad-
vanced a little further and are now positioned for the next
step, in which the small prior pressurizing ports (74)
open to implement the 'prior pressurizing' operation and
pass the high pressure in return conduct (224) to the
first mother chamber (205) This 'prior pressurizing' op-
eration is effected through small orifices, as in an oil
shock absorber, and solves two problems. The first is
the descent of the pressure in membrane (204) because
of the transfer of fluid from one chamber to the other as
a result of the slight expansion caused by the resiliency
of the low pressure chambers and conducts which sud-
denly become pressurized. The second undesirable ef-
fect solved by the 'prior pressurizing' operation is the
sudden beating of the first recirculation valve (209)
which, being open, is required to close at this stage.
[0050] Nothing has changed for second mother
chamber (205'), which remains as shown in Figures 25
and 26.
[0051] Figure 28 shows that the slides have advanced
a little further and reached the exact middle point in their
stroke while the central inlet manifold ports (81) and the
first and second outlet manifold ports (212), (212') are
half-open, this meaning that the flows from both mother
chambers (205), (205') feeding pressurized conduct
(223) are distributed equally for each chamber. This is
the transition point where the change is made in order
that pressurized conduct (223) will continue to uninter-
ruptedly supply water to membrane (204). Both mother
chambers supply their raw water content to said pres-
surizing conduct (223).
[0052] In Figure 29, the slides proceed on their
course. Inlet slide (51) closes brine and prior pressuriz-
ing ports (211'), (74') in the second inlet manifold (79),

leaving the second mother chamber (205') without com-
munication to the exterior while the first mother chamber
(205) continues to operate as shown in Figure 28. The
brine content in the second mother chamber (205') is in
motion at this stage, acting as shown in Figure 26 for
the first mother chamber (205), i.e. it begins to circulate
in a loop as a result of the brine mass inertia opening
the second reciculation pump (209') (a basic element of
the invention). The second mother chamber (205') is still
under pressure.
[0053] In Figure 30, the slides advance a little further
while the first mother chamber (205) is functioning as in
Figure 29, although, when the prior depressurizing ports
(76') open, the high pressure water in the second mother
chamber (205') descends to atmospheric pressure as
the brine is let out to the sea through unload conduct
(221), thus enabling the low pressure in auxiliary con-
duct (201') to open the non-return valve (213') through
the very small outlet in the prior depressurizing ports
(76'). This prior depressurizing operation is not as im-
portant as the 'prior pressurizing' operation described in
Figure 27, since the water flows outwards under pres-
sure in a quantity as small as that which the mother
chambers are capable of storing because of their ex-
pansion under high pressure; however, the slight noise
originated can be avoided.
[0054] Figure 31 shows the end of the slide valve
semi-cycle, with both valves positioned at the end of
their stroke while the first mother chamber (205) keeps
on functioning as in Figure 30, the second mother cham-
ber (205') continues to evacuate brine through unload-
ing conduct (221), and raw water enters through auxil-
iary conduct (201') in view that the non-return valve
(213') and the brine unloading ports (212') and central
outlet manifold ports (81') are fully open while the con-
tents of the second mother chamber (205') exit, as pre-
viously indicated, through unloading conduct (221).
[0055] The slides are now at the end of their stroke;
once the time has elapsed for filling the second mother
chamber (205') with raw water and the raw water occu-
pying the first mother chamber (205) has been replaced
by the brine entering via return conduct (224), the slide
valve stroke direction is inverted and the cycle repeats
itself as described heretofore.
[0056] Figures 36 to 40 show the epicycloid mechan-
ical operation related to the various continuous kinetic
cycle desalination plant operation phases. Thus, Fig-
ures 36 and 37 correspond to the same valve position
shown in Figure 25, with the first mother chamber (205)
in the raw water filling stage and the second mother
chamber (205') supplying pressurized raw water to the
permeable membrane (204) through pressurized con-
duct (223). The time elapsed between the planetary
gear (93) positions shown in Figures 36 and 37 is a dead
time in which no bridge (55) movement is evident, al-
lowing the first mother chamber (205) to be filled with
raw water and the whole amount of raw water occupying
the second mother chamber (205') to be supplied
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through pressurized conduct (223) toward the mem-
brane (204).
[0057] Figure 38 shows the moment in which the prior
pressurizing ports (74) open, the positions of the various
valves being shown in Figure 27 while the first mother
chamber (205) is in its continuous kinetic cycle and the
second mother chamber (205') is ending its supply of
pressurized raw water.
[0058] Figure 39 shows the moment in which the sec-
ond mother chamber (205') is being prior depressurized,
with the valves positioned as shown in Figure 30, and
the brine occupying the second mother chamber (205')
is in its continuous kinetic cycle while the first mother
chamber (205) begins its supply of pressurized raw wa-
ter.
[0059] Finally, Figure 40 shows the end of the plane-
tary gear (93) semi-cycle and a new dead period is ini-
tiated during which the total amount of pressurized raw
water occupying the first mother chamber (205) must be
supplied and the total filling of the second mother cham-
ber (205') with raw water must be implemented.
[0060] Figures 32 to 35 show an industrial embodi-
ment of the object of the invention. As can be seen, the
mother chambers (205), (205'), the inlet and outlet
valves (61), (61') and the recirculation and non-return
valves (209), (209'), (213), (213'), (214), (214') form a
compact assembly which may be readily transported in
mounted condition. Instead of indulging in installation
work, all that is needed is for the various auxiliary (201'),
pressurized (223), return (224) and unloading (221)
conducts to be mounted and the pumps to be connect-
ed.

Claims

1. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant compris-
ing;

a membrane (4) for the inverse osmosis proc-
ess,

at least a pair of mother chambers (5) (5')
(205) (205') for alternately pressurising the water to
be desalinated by the brine,

an auxiliary pump (1) (201) connecting the
water to be desalinated reservoir to the mother
chambers (5)(5')(205)(205'),

an internal circulation pump (3)(203), con-
necting the mother chambers (5) (5') (205) (205') to
the membrane (4),

a high pressure pump (2)(202) connecting the
water to be dessalinated reservoir to the membrane
(4),

sensors for detecting the position of a sepa-
ration plane between masses of different salinity in-
side the mother chambers (5) (5')(205)(205'),

valves for alternately switching the mother
chambers (5) (5')(205)(205'), a control system to
operate the valves,

characterised in that each mother chamber (5) (5')
(205)(205') forms a closed circuit, allowing the wa-
ter to circulate through them at all times in the same
direction and in a continuous fashion.

2. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant according
to claim 1, characterised in that each mother
chamber (5)(5')(205)(205') comprises means of
separation between different salinity water masses
in the form of a sphere-shaped piston (7) (7') of an
apparent density similar to that of the water.

3. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant according
to claim 1, characterised in that it comprises:

• An inlet valve (61) formed by an inlet slide (51)
shaped in the form of a solid cylinder with an
annular groove (82) which slides axially inside
an inlet cylinder (52), which forms, jointly with
an inlet housing (50), an annular space divided
into a first inlet manifold (77), a central manifold
(78) and a second inlet manifold (79) by means
of a first annular inlet separator (53) and a sec-
ond annular inlet separator (54); the inlet cylin-
der (52) presenting a first central inlet manifold
port (211) and a first prior pressurizing port (74)
in correspondence with the first inlet manifold
(77), a central inlet manifold port (81) in corre-
spondence with the central inlet manifold (78),
and a second central inlet manifold port (211')
and a second prior pressurizing port (74') in cor-
respondence with the second inlet manifold
(79)

• an outlet valve (61') formed by an outlet slide
(51') shaped in the form of a solid cylinder with
two annular grooves (86), (86') which slide ax-
ially inside an outlet cylinder (52'), which forms,
jointly with an outlet housing (50'), an annular
space divided into a first inlet manifold (77'), a
central outlet manifold (78') and a second outlet
manifold (79') by means of a first annular outlet
separator (53') and a second annular outlet
separator (54'); the outlet cylinder (52') pre-
senting a first outlet port (212) in correspond-
ence with the first outlet manifold (77'), a central
outlet manifold port (81') in correspondence
with the central outlet manifold (78'), and a sec-
ond outlet port (212') in correspondence with
the second outlet manifold (79'),

• a driving bridge (55) which secures the inlet
valve (61) to the outlet valve (61').

• a first mother chamber (205), the ends of which
are connected to the first inlet manifold (77) and
the first outlet manifold (77').

• a second mother chamber (205'), the ends of
which are connected to the second inlet mani-
fold (79) and the second outlet manifold (79').

• an auxiliary conduct (201'), which receives the
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raw water supplied by auxiliary pump (201) and
leads it to the first inlet manifold (77) and to the
second inlet manifold (79) via respective non-
return valves (213), (213'), respectively.

• a pressurized conduct (223) attached to the first
outlet manifold (77') and the second outlet man-
ifold (79') via respective non-return valves
(214), (214') and leads the raw water to be de-
salinated to an inverse osmosis membrane
(204),

• a return conduct (224) which starts from the in-
verse osmosis membrane (204) and leads the
reject brine to the central inlet manifold (78) in
inlet valve (61),

• an unloading conduct (221) coupled to central
outlet manifold (78') in outlet valve (61'),

• a first recirculation valve (209), of the non-re-
turn type, allowing passage from the first outlet
manifold (77') to the first inlet manifold (77)

• a second recirculation valve (209'), of the non-
return type, allowing passage from the second
outlet manifold (79') to the second inlet mani-
fold (79).

4. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant according
to claim 3, characterised in that the outlet cylinder
(52') presents two series of prior pressurizing ports
(76), (76'), one on each side of the central outlet
manifold ports (81').

5. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant according
to claim 3, characterised in that, at the inlet to the
mother chambers (205), (205'), a flow laminator
(225), (225') is installed for the purpose of absorbing
the turbulence generated by the passage of raw wa-
ter or brine through the inlet (61) and outlet (61')
valves.

6. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant according
to claim 5, characterised in that the flow laminator
(225), (225') is formed by a sheet lattice (95)

7. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant according
to claim 5, characterised in that the flow laminator
(225), (225') is formed by a plurality of concentric
tubes (96) combined with radial sheets (97).

8. Inverse osmosis water desalinating plant according
to claim 5, characterised in that the flow laminator
(225), (225') is formed by a plurality of parallel tubes
(98).

Patentansprüche

1. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose, die umfasst:

eine Membran (4) für den Prozess der Um-
kehrosmose,
mindestens ein Paar Hauptkammern (5) (5')
(205) (205') zur abwechselnden Druckerhö-
hung des durch die Sole zu entsalzenden Was-
sers,
eine Hilfspumpe (1) (201), die den Speicherbe-
hälter des zu entsalzenden Wassers mit den
Hauptkammern (5) (5') (205) (205') verbindet,
eine interne Umwälzpumpe (3) (203), die die
Hauptkammern (5) (5') (205) (205') mit der
Membran (4) verbindet,
eine Hochdruckpumpe (2) (202), die den Spei-
cher des zu entsalzenden Wassers mit der
Membran (4) verbindet,
Sensoren, die die Position einer Trennebene
zwischen Massen unterschiedlichen Salzge-
halts in den Hauptkammern (5) (5') (205) (205')
anzeigen,
Ventile zum abwechselnden Umschalten zwi-
schen den Hauptkammern (5) (5') (205) (205'),
ein Kontrollsystem zur Bedienung der Ventile,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jede Hauptkam-
mer (5) (5') (205) (205') einen geschlossenen Kreis-
lauf bildet, der eine kontinuierliche Zirkulation des
Wassers durch sie hindurch jederzeit und in glei-
cher. Richtung ermöglicht.

2. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass jede Hauptkammer (5) (5') (205) (205') Trenn-
vorrichtungen zwischen den Wassermassen mit
unterschiedlichem Salzgehalt in Form eines kugel-
förmigen Kolbens (7) (7') umfasst, der eine ähnliche
scheinbare Dichte wie das Wasser besitzt.

3. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass sie umfasst:

ein Einlassventil (61) bestehend aus einem
Einlassschlitten (51) in Form eines soliden Zy-
linders mit Ringnut (82), der sich axial in einem
Einlasszylinder (52) bewegt und zusammen mit
einem Einlassgehäuse (50) eine ringförmige
Kammer bildet, die sich mittels einer ersten
ringförmigen Einlasstrennung (53) und einer
zweiten ringförmigen Einlasstrennung (54) in
ein erstes Sammelrohr (77), ein Zentralrohr
(78) und ein zweites Sammelrohr (79) unter-
teilt; der Einlasszylinder (52) weist dabei einen
ersten Anschluss des zentralen Sammelrohrs
(211) und einen ersten Anschluss der vorheri-
gen Druckerhöhung (74) in Verbindung mit dem
ersten Sammelrohr (77) auf, einen Anschluss
des zentralen Sammelrohrs (81) in Verbindung
mit dem zentralen Sammelrohr (78) sowie ei-
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nen zweiten Anschluss des zentralen Sammel-
rohrs (211') und einen zweiten Anschluss der
vorherigen Druckerhöhung (74') in Verbindung
mit dem zweiten Sammelrohr (79),
ein Auslassventil (61') bestehend aus einem
Auslassschlitten (51') in Form eines soliden Zy-
linders mit zwei Ringnuten (86), (86'), der sich
axial in einem Auslasszylinder (52') bewegt und
zusammen mit einem Auslassgehäuse (50') ei-
ne ringförmig Kammer bildet, die sich mittels ei-
ner ersten ringförmigen Auslasstrennung (53')
und einer zweiten ringförmigen Auslasstren-
nung (54') in ein erstes Auslassrohr (77'), ein
zentrales Auslassrohr (78') und ein zweites
Auslassrohr (79') unterteilt; der Auslasszylin-
der (52') weist dabei einen ersten Auslassan-
schluss (212) in Verbindung mit dem ersten
Auslassrohr (77') auf, einen Anschluss des
zentralen Auslassrohrs (81') in Verbindung mit
dem zentralen Auslassrohr (78') und einen
zweiten Auslassanschluss (212') in Verbindung
mit dem zweiten Auslassrohr (79'),
eine Antriebsbrücke (55), die das Einlassventil
(61) sicher mit dem Auslassventil (61') verbin-
det,
eine erste Hauptkammer (205), deren Enden
mit dem ersten Sammelrohr (77) und dem er-
sten Auslassrohr (77') verbunden sind,
eine zweite Hauptkammer (205'), deren Enden
mit dem zweiten Sammelrohr (79) und dem
zweiten Auslassrohr (79') verbunden sind,
eine Hilfsleitung (201'), die das Rohwasser aus
der Hilfspumpe (201) auffängt und durch die je-
weiligen Rückschlagventile (213), (213') zum
ersten Sammelrohr (77) und zum zweiten Sam-
melrohr (79) leitet,
eine Druckleitung (223), die mit dem ersten
Auslassrohr (77') und dem zweiten Auslassrohr
(79') durch entsprechende Rückschlagventile
(214),(214') verbunden ist und das zu entsal-
zende Rohwasser auf eine Umkehrosmose-
membran (204) leitet,
eine Rückleitung (224), die an der Umkehros-
mosemembran (204) beginnt und die verblei-
bende Sole zum zentralen Sammelrohr (78) im
Einlassventil (61) leitet,
eine Entladeleitung (221), die mit dem zentra-
len Auslassrohr (78') im Auslassventil (61') ver-
bunden ist,
ein erstes Rezirkulationsventil (209) vom Typ
Rückschlagventil, das den Durchfluss vom er-
sten Auslassrohr (77') zum ersten Sammelrohr
(77) ermöglicht,
ein zweites Rezirkulationsventil (209') vom Typ
Rückschlagventil, das den Durchfluss vom
zweiten Auslassrohr (79') zum zweiten Sam-
melrohr (79) ermöglicht.

4. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Auslasszylinder (52') zwei Serien von An-
schlüssen der vorherigen Druckerhöhung (76),
(76'), eine an jeder Seite der Anschlüsse des zen-
tralen Auslassrohrs (81'), aufweist.

5. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass am Eingang der Hauptkammern (205), (205')
ein Strömungslaminator (225), (225') zum Auffan-
gen der Turbulenzen installiert ist, die durch das
Hindurchströmen des Rohwassers oder der Sole
durch die Einlass- (61) und Auslassventile (61') ent-
stehen.

6. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Strömungslaminator (225), (225') aus ei-
nem Lamellengitter (97) besteht.

7. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Strömungslaminator (225), (225') aus ei-
ner Vielzahl konzentrischer Röhren (96) und radia-
ler Lamellen (97) besteht.

8. Süßwassergewinnungsanlage durch Umkehros-
mose nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Strömungslaminator (225), (225') aus ei-
ner Vielzahl paralleler Röhren (98) besteht.

Revendications

1. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse, qui comprend;
une membrane (4) pour le processus d'osmose in-
verse,
au moins une paire de chambres principales (5) (5')
(205) (205') pour pressuriser alternativement l'eau
qui doit être dessalinisée au moyen de la saumure,
une pompe auxiliaire (1) (201) qui connecte le dépôt
de l'eau qui doit être dessalinisée avec les cham-
bres principales (5) (5') (205) (205'),
une pompe de circulation interne (3) (203) qui con-
necte les chambres principales (5) (5') (205) (205')
avec la membrane (4),
une pompe de haute pression (2) (202) qui connec-
te le dépôt de l'eau qui doit être dessalinisée avec
la membrane (4),
des senseurs pour détecter la position d'un plan de
séparation entre des masses de différente salinité
à l'intérieur des chambres principales (5) (5') (205)
(205'),
des valves pour commuter alternativement les
chambres principales (5) (5') (205) (205'),
un système de contrôle pour manier les valves,
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caractérisée parce que chaque chambre principale
(5) (5') (205) (205') forme un circuit fermé qui per-
met à l'eau de circuler à travers celles-ci à tout mo-
ment dans la même direction et d'une manière con-
tinue.

2. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse conformément à la revendication 1, carac-
térisée parce que chaque chambre principale (5)
(5') (205) (205') comprend des moyens de sépara-
tion entre les masses d'eau de différente salinité du
type d'un piston avec une forme sphérique (7) (7')
d'une densité apparente similaire à celle de l'eau.

3. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse conformément à la revendication 1, carac-
térisée parce qu'elle comprend:

Une valve d'entrée (61) formée par une rampe
d'entrée (51) avec la forme d'un cylindre solide
équipé d'une rainure annulaire (82) qui glisse
axialement à l'intérieur d'un cylindre d'entrée
(52) et qui forme, avec une boîte d'entrée (50),
un espace annulaire divisé en un premier col-
lecteur d'entrée (77), un collecteur central (78)
et un second collecteur d'entrée (79) au moyen
d'un premier séparateur annulaire d'entrée (53)
et d'un second séparateur annulaire d'entrée
(54); présentant le cylindre d'entrée (52) un
premier point d'accès au collecteur central
d'entrée (211) et un premier point d'accès de
pressurisation préalable (74), en correspon-
dance avec le premier collecteur d'entrée (77),
un point d'accès au collecteur central d'entrée
(81) en correspondance avec le collecteur cen-
tral d'entrée (78), et un second point d'accès au
collecteur central d'entrée (211') et un second
point d'accès de pressurisation préalable (74')
en correspondance avec le second collecteur
d'entrée (79),
une valve de sortie (61') formée par une rampe
de sortie (51') avec la forme d'un cylindre solide
équipé de deux rainures annulaires (86), (86')
qui glissent axialement à l'intérieur d'un cylin-
dre de sortie (52') et qui forme, avec une boîte
de sortie (50'), un espace annulaire divisé en
un premier collecteur de sortie (77'), un collec-
teur central de sortie (78') et un second collec-
teur de sortie (79') au moyen d'un premier sé-
parateur annulaire de sortie (53') et un second
séparateur annulaire de sortie (54'); présentant
le cylindre de sortie (52') un premier point d'ac-
cès de sortie (212) en correspondance avec le
premier collecteur de sortie (77'), un point d'ac-
cès au collecteur central de sortie (81') en cor-
respondance avec le collecteur central de sor-
tie (78'), et un second point d'accès de sortie
(212') en correspondance avec le second col-

lecteur de sortie (79'),
un pont de commande (55) qui ancre la valve
d'entrée (61) à la valve de sortie (61'),
une première chambre principale (205), dont
les extrémités sont connectées avec le premier
collecteur d'entrée (77) et avec le premier col-
lecteur de sortie (77'),
une seconde chambre principale (205'), dont
les extrémités sont connectées au second col-
lecteur d'entrée (79) et avec le second collec-
teur de sortie (79'),
une conduite auxiliaire (201') qui reçoit l'eau
brute fournie par la pompe auxiliaire (201) et la
conduit jusqu'au premier collecteur d'entrée (7)
et au second collecteur d'entrée (79) à travers
les respectives valves sans retour (213), (213'),
respectivement,
une conduite pressurisée (223) unie au premier
collecteur de sortie (77') et au second collec-
teur de sortie (79') à travers les respectives val-
ves sans retour (214),(214') et qui conduit l'eau
brute qui doit être dessalinisée vers une mem-
brane d'osmose inverse (204),
une conduite de retour (224) qui part de la
membrane d'osmose inverse (204) et conduit
la saumure de déchet vers le collecteur central
d'entrée (78) de la valve d'entrée (61),
une conduite de décharge (221) accouplée au
collecteur central de sortie (78') de la valve de
sortie (61'),
une première valve de recirculation (209) du ty-
pe sans retour qui permet le passage du pre-
mier collecteur de sortie (77') au premier col-
lecteur d'entrée (77),
une seconde valve de recirculation (209') du ty-
pe sans retour qui permet le passage du se-
cond collecteur de sortie (79') au second col-
lecteur d'entrée (79).

4. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse conformément à la revendication 3, carac-
térisée parce que le cylindre de sortie (52') présente
deux séries de points d'accès de pressurisation
préalable (76), (76'), un à chaque latéral des points
d'accès au collecteur central de sortie (81').

5. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse conformément à la revendication 3, carac-
térisée parce que, à l'entrée des chambres princi-
pales (205), (205') un laminoir de flux est installé
(225), (225') afin d'absorber la turbulence générée
par le passage de l'eau brute ou de la saumure à
travers les valves d'entrée (61) et de sortie (61').

6. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse conformément à la revendication 5, carac-
térisée parce que le laminoir de flux (225), (225')
est formé par une jalousie à lames (97).
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7. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse conformément à la revendication 5, carac-
térisée parce que le laminoir de flux (225), (225')
est formé par une pluralité de tuyaux concentriques
(96) combinés avec des lames radiales (97).

8. Installation de dessalinisation de l'eau par osmose
inverse conformément à la revendication 5, carac-
térisée parce que le laminoir de flux (225), (225')
est formé par une pluralité de tuyaux parallèles (98).
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